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LETTJ3R TO THE EDITOR 

Supergravity coupling to non-linear realisations in two 
dimensions 

T DerelitS and S DeserQ(1 
tDepartment of Physics, Brandeis University, Waltham, Massachusetts 02154, USA 
0 Department of Astrophysics and AI1 Souls College, Oxford University, Oxford, UK 

Received 22 July 1977 

Abstract. The action corresponding to a two-dimensional spinor non-linear realisation of 
supersymmetry is consistently coupled to supergravity. The resulting formal model has 
local supersymmetry invariance, which permits gauging away of the fermion. 

The non-linear realisations of global supersymmetry (Volkov and Akulov 1973) have 
recently become of interest in the context of local supersymmetry, i.e. supergravity 
(Freedman et a1 1976, Deser and Zumino 1976a), as generic representations of 
Goldstone fermions when global supersymmetry is broken (Deser and Zumino 1977). 
Although the general features of the coupling between the fermion and supergravity 
seem clear, its non-linearity makes it difficult to exhibit explicitly in four dimensions, 
and indeed even the extension of global invariance to the case of de Sitter space is not 
straightforward (Zumino 1977). The purpose of this letter is to consider the much 
simpler, two-dimensional version of this system. While hardly very realistic (there are 
no Goldstone fermions in two dimensions), this model has the virtue that its coupling to 
supergravity is obvious and does exhibit, within the usual two-dimensional idiosyn- 
crasies, the formal properties expected in four dimensions. It also provides some hints 
about the construction of a consistent coupling in the latter case. 

The properties and simplifying features of fermions and metrics in two dimensions 
are discussed in Deser and Zumino (1976b); we need only mention two of them here: of 
the matrix basis (1, ys, yo) only 1 is even, E lp  = p l a ,  and the rest are odd for 
anticommuting Majorana spinors, and the covariant derivative of a spinor in a curved 
two-space is simply given by DJ =(a,,, +&,y5)A where q, is the rotation coefficient. 
The self-coupled fermion action 

is our starting point. It is invariant under the non-linear transformation 

SA = (Y -ia2(6y”A)a,J (2) 
where a is a constant spinor, which generalises the trivial invariance under SA = a for 
the free Dirac action. The invariance is obvious when I is written in terms of forms in 
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superspace (Volkov and Akulov 1973). The action (1) may be thought of as describing 
a single two-component Majorana spinor A, which has one degree of freedomt apriori. 

Since the non-linear part of (2) is really just a coordinate translation with a field 
dependent Sx, -((Yy"A), it suggests that we may linearise the transformation (2) by 
introducing a vierbein field to perform the coordinate change for us, i.e. write (1) in the 
generally covariant form 

I =  -7 d2x2"'lZab(e,"-ia 2 -  Ay a d,A)(e, b -ia 2 -  Ay b aJ)  
4a 'I (3) 

in terms of the vierbein e,"; note that no covariant derivative appears in I since 
iyay5A = 0 for a Majorana spinor. Then if we let 

Se," = id26y" a,A SA =a: (4) 
for a constant, (3) is still invariant, though constant a and use of d,A rather than D,A in 
SecLa is only meaningful at flat space. (In particular D,a = 0 implies [D,, D,]a = 
R,uab~aby5a: = 0.) This step does suggest that we extend the coupling to include 
supergravity and thereby achieve local supersymmetry under arbitrary a: (x) by intro- 
ducing the spin-; gauge field 4, (x) in the combination d,A + (a,A - 4,). 

Our final action then is given by 

( 5 )  I =  -2 d2Xxp"&,[e," -ia2iya(a,A -4,)][eYb -ia 2 -  Ay b (&A -$,,)I 
4a 'I 

and there is no pure supergravity part of the action since weare in two dimensionst.The 
action ( 5 )  actually possesses two slightly different local invariances under arbitrary 
a (x) .  Their consequences are the same, but they may be different in four dimensions. 
The first is the most obvious, 

2 -  a Se," = ia '(Yya D,A - ia a: y 4, 
6 A  =a:(x) 

(6) 
S+, = D,a: ; 

the second keeps the A -dependent part of Se," of the pure coordinate transformation 
type7 

2 -  a Se," = ia 'D, ((Y y"A ) - ia a y 4, 
SA = a ( x )  

(7) 

Here we need not specify whether the connection w, in D, contains torsion. We 
emphasise that this local invariance holds forarbitrary values of the symmetry breaking 
parameter a, which has been assumed to be the case in four dimensions. The invariance 
under (6) is obvious since 

S[e," - ia Ay (a,A - $,)I 

S+, = 2D,a. 

2 -  a 

2 -  a = ia ay (D, -8,)A -iu2h?."(8, -D , )a  

= -&z2w,((Yyay5A +iynysa: )  

e 0  (8) 
t We are thus not dealing here with a string model in which A is also a Minkowski vector in the embedding 
space. 
$We have not pursued 'cosmological' supergravity in two dimensions, because its Lagrangian Ae + 
fimP"&~5$, is invariant under rather unnatural transformations, i.e. either (Sewa = ibCry"$,,, = cy,a) 
with Ab - mc = 0 and no Dwa part of S$, or a SeFa depending on derivatives of 
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while the invariance under (7) is checked by noting that Ey"A is a world scalar-local 
vector, so that D,(c$A) =13, (~yaA)+o, (Eyay5A) .  Thus, in this case, 

S[e,"-ia Ay (I3,A -$,)I 2 -  a 

2 -  a 
= iu213,(~y"A)+ia20,(~y"y5A)-ia2~y"13,A -ia A y  (13, -2I3, -o,y5)a 

= 0. (9) 

We have thus achieved coupling to supergravity. At this point there arises a very 
surprising feature. The A degree of freedom can be removed entirely, as expected of a 
Goldstone particle, by simply using a ( x )  to set A = 0, reducing the action to the trivial 
form I = $a2 d2xe, which implies e," = 0. But this means that the A degree of freedom 
has not re-appeared in the Higgs-absorbing gauge fields, simply because in two 
dimensions these are not dynamical. There is a discontinuity between the original 
global action (l), and its supergravity-coupled form (5) as far as degrees of freedom are 
concerned. Nevertheless the Higgs mechanism does work to remove the fermion into 
the 'accidentally' empty gauge fields. Compare this with the following analogue. In any 
dimensions, a free massless scalar field, L = is invariant under S+(x) = 
constant. Now 'gauge' it to be L = -$(I3,+ - V,)2, which is clearly invariant under 
84 = ~ ( x ) ,  SV, = I3,o. But in the gauge 4 = 0, the field equations V, = I3,+ imply that 
V, also vanishes since it has no kinetic term and there is a discontinuity between the free 
and the gauged systems. Here, of course, we could (and should) add a kinetic term for 
V, even in two dimensions. If -a(13,Vu -a,V,)' is added, then in 4 = Ogauge, one now 
obtains a massive vector field, which has precisely one (longitudinal) degree of freedom, 
and the count of degrees of freedom is continuous between the free and coupled 
models. In our case, no kinetic terms exist, and the coupled action ( 5 )  is purely formal?. 

Finally, we make some remarks about the four-dimensional case. Here, the total 
Lagrangian will be the sum of the usual supergravity part, Lsg, and the non-linear matter 
action. The ansatz equivalent to (3, 

with the transformation rules (6) or (7) almost works. The only problems are that we 
must take into account variations of o in the explicit o-dependent terms in (lo), 
through X y a w , c ~ c d A  =iy5ybh Eabcd@pcd; this leads to terms like hhGD$ times the 
minor of the determinant. Conversely the new, A-dependent part of Sewa will get 
contributions from Lsg. Note that in the form (7), we have precisely the correct (Se, S $ )  
transformation rules together with a pure coordinate change, SceFa. The latter leaves 
the Einstein action in second-order form identically invariant, by the contracted 
Bianchi identity, but gives contributions of the type $D$ DA from the spin-? action. It 
will therefore probably be necessary to include complicated contact terms. However, 
the form (10) certainly embodies the beginnings of the correct action. 

One of us (SD) wishes to thank Dr D W Sciama for kind hospitality and the Science 
Research Council for support. TD acknowledges partial support from the Turkish 
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able to show this. Certainly (1)  is not equivalent to (5) in any #, ore,' gauge, since neither field can be gauged 
away from (5). 
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Appendix 

We sketch here the direct verification that (1) is invariant under (2) and also exhibit the 
Noether current associated with the global supersymmetry (2) and verify its conserva- 
tion property. 

It is convenient to rewrite the quartic part of the action (1) in either one of the 
following forms: 

(A.la) 

(A.lb) 

To obtain these from (1) we made some Fierz re-arrangements and used a little Dirac 
algebra. Separating SA into its linear and cubic parts as &,A = a  and = 
-ia2(diyfiA)a,A, we immediately check S& = 0 and from (A.lb) 

I --I - 4a 2 j d2X(iY*acrA. iyvayh - i y a j .  iy”a,A). 

adl = -la2 j d2X(cyyWapA. iy”ayh - 6 y F a j .  iy’a,~). (A.2) 

The last line, by inspection, is precisely the negative of 8J0. The quintic part, 6J1, of 
the variation is the one that gives the most trouble. But many terms drop simply by 
making use of the fact that cubic or higher powers of a spinor vanish in two dimensions. 
Using (A. la)  for I ] ,  the remaining terms, after some re-arrangement of indices, become 

= -$a4 d2x~ACpudiyP$~,,P1 64.3) J 
where - 

( c ~ [ ~ ~ ~ ~  = a,A . ayhy5ad\ +ad . iiXy5a,~ +ad . GWA (A.4) 

is totally antisymmetric in three indices, and thus vanishes in two dimensions. 

can exist, because the field equation reads 
It is puzzling at first sight how a conserved current associated with the invariance (2) 

iy”a,A - t a 2 a p ( i ~ ) x p u ~ 5 a ~  +$u*A. x w u G y 5 a ~  = 0. (A.5) 

While the first and second terms are already divergences of a vector, the third term is 
not, and it is only by use of (AS)  itself that it may be shown to be a divergence (on shell). 
More systematically we may conveniently read off the Noether current from the 
variation of the action ( 5 )  with respect to I),, evaluated at I),, = 0. It has the form: 

J @  = + ia 2Ah . Y ” ~ ~ ~ , , A .  (A.6) 

a,JF = yClapA + i u 2 a , ( i ~ ) ~ p v y 5 a , ~ .  (‘4.7) 

Its divergence then reads 

Upon inserting the field equation (AS), this becomes 

a,Jw = tia 2[a, (XA ) ~ y , a , ~  + A . xpVGY5ayA I. (A.@ 
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The first term on the right-hand side, when Fierz transformed, just cancels the second 
term leaving behind a contribution of the form 

64-91 
One way to see the vanishing of this quantity is to use the fact that polynomials of the 
form A ( a h ) ( B A )  vanishes on shell because each BA = yc(apA is proportional, by (AS), to 
one undifferentiated A, and so the total is cubic in A.  Using the identity ~ ” ” y ~ =  
y”y” -v””, (A.9) reduces to 

a,J” = -ia2y’A. a,Ay”aJ. (A. 10) 

But on shell G y “ d , A  is proportional, after some re-arrangements, to a totally 
antisymmetric three-index quantity, namely to 

- 
a w J” = -$a2ypA. 2”’apAypy5a,A. 

- 

$a 2 ~ ” w h 3 / ~ , , p 1  

with I , ~ ~ ~ ~ I  as defined by (A.4), and so must be identically zero. 
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